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ABSTRACT
The minimum interference frequency assignment problem (MI-FAP) plays an important role in cellular
networks. MI-FAP is the problem of finding an assignment of a small number of frequencies to a large
number of transceivers (TRXs) that minimizes the interferences level. The MI-FAP is known to be
NP-Hard, thus it cannot be solved in polynomial time. To remedy this, researchers usually use metaheuristic techniques to find an approximate solution in reasonable time. Here, the authors propose
three meta-heuristics for the MI-FAP: a variable neighborhood search (VNS) and a stochastic local
search (SLS) that are combined to obtain a third and a new one, which is called VNS-SLS. The SLS
method is incorporated into the VNS process as a subroutine in order to enhance the solution quality.
All three proposed methods are evaluated on some well-known datasets to measure their performance.
The empirical experiments show that the proposed method VNS-SLS succeeds in finding good results
compared to both VNS and SLS confirming a good balance between intensification and diversification.
Keywords
Assignment Problem, Local Search Methods, Minimum Interference Frequency, Radio Network, Stochastic
Local Search (SLS), Variable Neighbourhood Search (VNS), VNS-SLS

1. INTRODUCTION
Managing the interferences in a radio network is a relevant issue considering that they can severely
damage the quality of the communication. In this paper, we propose to study this issue with a related
problem arising in a cellular radio network namely the Minimum Interference Frequency Assignment
Problem. The MI-FAP is a well-known challenging combinatorial optimization problem. The issue
is to assign a frequency to every transceiver of the network. The difficulties appear due to these two
facts: the radio resource is scarce, and the tremendous number of transceivers distributed over the cell’s
network. Therefore, it is unavoidable to reuse the frequencies multiple times between the transceivers
DOI: 10.4018/IJAMC.2019070107
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within the network. But this will cause interferences. Indeed, when stations in close geographical
area use the same or adjacent frequency, interferences occur. To avoid this, it is necessary to assign
frequencies to all the geographically close TRXs respecting some required separation constraints.
In a cellular radio network, the objective is then to assign frequencies to TRXs within the different
cells in such a way to minimize the total interferences. It is worth recalling these two facts: the TRXs in
the same cells cannot use the same frequency and some frequencies are not operational in some cells.
In this work, we consider the two major types of interferences:
•
•

The Co-channel interferences: these interferences appear when two geographically close TRXs
use the same frequency (f);
The Adjacent-channel interferences: these interferences appear if two geographically close TRXs
use neighboring (adjacent) frequencies (f+1, f-1).

In the eighties, Hale demonstrated that the considered problem is NP-hard. He proved that the
MI-FAP is related to the graph-coloring problem (Hale, 1980). Therefore, the frequency assignment
is an important and a complex task when planning a radio network. Considering the limited radio
resource, the tremendous number of TRXs, a particular attention is given to achieve this task avoiding
or at least minimizing the interferences.
The MI-FAP cannot be solved in polynomial time. Thus, using meta-heuristic techniques offers
a good compromise to find approximate solutions for the problem in a reasonable time. Several
meta-heuristics have been proposed in the literature. These methods have shown their ability to solve
various problems through years. They had been used to handle scheduling problem (Taghavifard,
2012), bioinformatics problem (Zemali, 2016), big data (Benmounah, 2017) and many other problems.
In this paper, we propose three meta-heuristic search methods for the MI-FAP. First, we adapt and
study the effectiveness of the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) for the MI-FAP. Second, we
propose a Stochastic Local Search (SLS) method for the MI-FAP. Finally, we propose to merge these
two last methods in a new method which we called VNS-SLS. The new method VNS-SLS, includes
the SLS method as a local search step to attempt to enhance the solution quality. Since VNS has
good diversification properties, integrating SLS in it, will logically result in a good balance between
intensification and diversification. We expect then that VNS-SLS will have this feature which is
essential for producing good results. We note that collaborative and hybrid methods are worthwhile
to ensure a success of optimization tools. There are tremendous works that used hybrid approaches
to handle optimization problems. Among them, we mention some recent works (Wang, 2017),
(Boucheham, 2017), (Abunaser, 2015).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a background on the considered
problem. In section 3, we propose a brief literature review. Section 4 explains the key components
of the three proposed methods for solving the MI-FAP. Section 5 presents some results of various
tests and experimentations. Finally, section 6 concludes the work and gives some future perspectives.
2. BACKGROUND
We present in this section the formal description of the MI-FAP used in this paper. Let us consider a
radio network N composed of a set of cells: C = {C1, C2 …, Ci, …, Cnc}, where nc is the number of cells.
Each cell Ci having xi TRXs requires xi different frequencies. The networks manage a fixed number
NF of frequencies. Indeed, each network has its own interval [Fmin, Fmax] of operational frequencies
with |Fmin- Fmax | = NF. For each cell, we have a set of operational frequencies. This means that some
cells could suffer from some eventual restrictions and cannot use some of the frequencies. The cochannel and adjacent channel constraints are represented by two matrices denoted IMco respectively
IMadj that are defined as follows:
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•
•

IMco [nc][nc]: Contains the co-channel rate between each pair of cells of the network. An element
IMco [i][j] of the IMco matrix corresponds to the rate of co-channel interference when a TRX of
the cell j uses the same channel (f) than that one of a TRX t of the cell I;
IMadj [nc][nc]: Contains the adjacent-channel rate between each pair of cells of the network. An
element IMadj [i][j] of the IMadj matrix corresponds to the rate of the Adjacent-channel interference
when a TRX of the cell j uses an adjacent channel to a TRX t of the cell i.

These two matrices IMco and IMadj contain the interaction between cells when the TRXs use the
same or adjacent channel. The interferences are expressed as rates (their values are between 0 and 1).
We note that, area-based and traffic-based are two main ways to rate interferences. In this paper,
we consider the area-based way where the interference describes the affected area and an element
IMco [i][j] (or IMadj [i][j]) describes the percentage of pixels in the service area (Kuurne, 2001) of
cell i affected by the cell j.
The MI-FAP handles d variables where each variable corresponds to a frequency assigned to a
TRX i within a cell j. The value of a frequency is picked from the range 1 to NF.
The MI-FAP is an optimization problem that consists in finding a frequency assignment for the
d TRXs of the network that minimizes the cost function proposed in (Kuurne, 2001) and given in
the following formula:
i =nc j =nc

∑∑ (Y

ij

i =0 j =0

)

× IM co i   j  + Z ij ×IM adj i   j  ×Wi

(1)

The objective function (1) minimizes the overall interferences that equal to the total co-channel
and adjacent channel interference, taking into account the traffic over a cell:
•

Wi : is a weight associated to the Cell i due to the amount of traffic carried on it;

•

Yij : is the number of different pairs of transceivers of the cell C i and C j that operates on the
same frequency;
Z ij : is the number of different pairs of transceivers of the cell C i and C j that operates on an
adjacent frequency (f), (f+1/ f-1).

•

3. RELATED WORKS
The frequency assignment problem (FAP) has a practical interest in both real and theoretical aspects.
As the quality of the service of a wireless system depends highly on the optimal management of the
radio resource, the FAP is a core problem in the modern wireless systems. It has relevance in many
fields such as military and civil applications. The FAP is a challenging combinatorial optimization
problem that deals with the tuning of a tremendous number of transceivers, their positions, their
frequencies and the interferences that could occur.
The pioneer who introduced the frequency assignment problem is Metzger. He published his
research in this field in the sixties (Metzger, 1970). Since that, many researchers investigated this
problem (Aardal, 2007; Eisenblatter, 2002; Leese, 2002). Several formulations of the FAP had been
proposed. The survey published in 2007 by (Aardal, 2007) summarized the different formulations
and objectives associated with the FAP. He said that in general, the objective associated with the
FAP is the minimization of the number of frequencies, the range of the spectrum (span), or the total
interferences. Therefore, depending on the objective function to optimize, the FAP can be classified
as follows (Aardal, 2007):
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•
•
•
•

The Minimum Order Frequency Assignment (MO-FAP) attempt to minimize the number of the
frequencies used;
The Minimum Span Frequency Assignment (MS-FAP) attempt to reduce the interval of
frequencies and get as small as possible the difference between the highest and the lowest
frequency. Most of the early works were devoted to this goal (Mabed, 2011);
The Minimum Blocking Frequency Assignment (MB-FAP) attempt to assign frequencies in
such a way that no unacceptable interference occurs and the overall blocking probability of the
network is minimized. More formally the problem is defined (Eisenblätter, 2000);
The Minimum Interference Assignment Problem (MI-FAP) consists in minimizing the
overall interferences.

Regardless of its formulation, the FAP rapidly grew in popularity and attracted many researchers
over the last fifty years. We focus in this work on the MI-FAP variant. The MI-FAP is an interesting
problem of operational research arising in radio networks where the issue is to assign frequencies
to each TRX with the minimum level of interferences. Hale (Hale, 1980) modeled the problem as a
graph coloring problem and demonstrated that the considered problem is an NP-hard.
Several works proposed the meta-heuristic framework to handle different datasets of the MI-FAP.
Among them the ones that adopted evolutionary approaches such as EAs and Ant Colony optimization
algorithms (ACO/EAs) proposed in 2007 (Luna, 2007), or the adaptation of the cultural algorithm
(Alami, 2008) published in 2008. Another research studied the particle swarm to handle the FAP
(Bezuidenhout, 2014). A recent work addressed the MI-FAP with a Harmony Search (Lahsinat, 2017).
Further, there are works that adopted some single based solution meta-heuristic methods such as the
tabu search algorithm to solve the problem (Dorne, 1999), (Montemanni R. M., 2003), (Montemanni,
2010), (Lai, 2015). Some other works that dealt with the problem by using the simulated annealing
principle (Duque-Anton, 1993), (Beckmann, 1999), (Colombo, 2010). Other works adopted hybrid
methods (Luna, 2011), (Mabed, 2011) to solve the problem.
4. THE PROPOSED APPROACHES
In this section, we present the main elements of the proposed approaches. We first describe the shared
elements: the solution encoding, the objective function measuring the quality of the solutions and the
methodology adopted to update the solutions manipulated by all the techniques. Then we describe
in detail the three proposed methods SLS, VNS and VNS-SLS.
4.1. The solution Encoding
An important step when designing a meta-heuristic is the solution encoding. Indeed, encoding rightly
a solution can influence the performances of the algorithms. We consider as a solution to the MIFAP a frequency plan that minimizes the interferences. A solution is expressed by a vector Sol of d
elements with d the total number of TRXs. Each element from Sol represents the frequency assigned
to the Kth TRX of a cell i. Each frequency is represented by a number from 1 to NF:
Sol ← {f1; f2 …. fd}
4.2. Updating Strategy
Typically, for the MI-FAP, the updating scheme consists in changing the frequency assigned to the
TRXs. The strategy adopted must consider these two important elementary conditions: do not assign
the same frequency to TRXs within the same cell and do not assign a non-operational frequency.
Thus, we adopt an updating strategy that guarantees before performing any changes of frequency
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that the new frequencies are valid and the required separation between the assigned frequencies to
TRXs in the same cell is respected.
4.3. The Objective Function
The purpose here is to reach a solution that would minimize the level of interferences. In other words,
we must find an assignment of the frequency that minimizes the objective function encoded by the
formula already given in Equation (1).
4.4. The Variable Neighborhood Search for MI-FAP
The variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) algorithm is a single solution oriented meta-heuristic
proposed in 1997 by Mladenovic and Hansen (Mladenovic, 1997). Since then various variants of
VNS were proposed, but the fundamental idea is the systematic change of neighborhood combined
with a local search. This method confirmed its performance to solve several optimization problems
(Mladenovic, 1997).
In order to use VNS algorithm, we must define some elements:
1. 	
2. 	
3. 	
4. 	

A solution that the VNS manipulates;
A neighborhood structure that should be defined as Nk (k = 1… k = kmax);
A local search routine;
A stopping condition, which could be the maximum number of iterations or the maximum
CPU time.
In the specific case of MI-FAP, the elements of the VNS are defining as follows:

•
•
•

A Solution: Corresponds to a frequency plan;
A Neighbor solution: Is a solution generated by a move from the initial solution. The move is
the operator that modifies the assignment of one or more TRXs in the initial solution, depending
on the value of the kmax;
A Local Search: We adopted a basic one. It starts with an initial solution. In this local search,
we choose to generate the neighbor by modifying the conflicting element: we find the frequency
assigned to a TRX, that causes the most interferences with its neighbors and we change its
frequency to the less used frequency. Then we try to improve it until a stopping criterion is met.
The variable neighborhood search (VNS) process consists in three main phases:

•
•

•
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Initialization phase: Defines the set of neighborhood structure N k and generates the initial
solution x ;
Main phase: (1) Set k : =1. (2) Until k : =kmax repeat the following steps: a) A shaking step:
x
in this step, the process randomly generates x ′ , with
. b) A local search step: in
x ′ ∈ Nk
this step the process applies a local search on the obtained neighbor x’ to obtain a locally
optimal solution x ′′ ;
Acceptance phase: Based on the solution quality, decides either to accept the obtained solution
or move to the next neighborhood structure. Formally:
◦◦ If x ′′ is better than the current solution x set x : = x ′′ and restart the process from the first
neighborhood structure N 1 with x’’ as an initial solution;
◦◦ Otherwise set k : = k +1.
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For the considered problem, a solution corresponds to a frequency plan. The initial solution is generated
randomly. A neighbor solution x ' of the solution x , is defined as a solution with k decision variables
having different values comparing to x . For the MI-FAP, this means that between the solution x and its
neighbor x ' we have k transceivers with different frequencies. The neighboring solution is obtained by
applying a move from the initial solution. This move is an operator that modifies the assignment of
frequencies to one or more TRXs in the initial solution x . The number of frequencies to modify in the
solution x depends on the current value of N k . The value of kmax corresponds to the maximum number
of different frequencies assigned to TRXs between the solution x and its neighbor x ' .
The pseudo code of VNS is given in Algorithm 1.
4.5. The Stochastic Local Search for MI-FAP
The Stochastic local search methods are efficient search techniques to tackle a large range of
combinatorial problems. They covered a large class of algorithms. We distinguish between simple
iterative improvement methods and complex SLS methods, such as Ant Colony Optimization and
Evolutionary Algorithms (Holger H. Hoos, 2004). Hoos and Stutzle mention that many highperformance SLS algorithms are based on a combination of several simple search strategies,
such as Iterative Best Improvement and Random Walk. The considered SLS used in this paper
probabilistically makes a choice between a random walk and Min-Conflicts inspired from the
one developed to handle the optimal winner determination problem (WDP) in combinatorial
auctions published in (Boughaci, 2008).
The proposed SLS technique for the MI-FAP starts with an initial solution x and tries to find a
better solution in the current neighborhood. The neighboring solution x ' of the solution x is obtained
by modifying the frequency assigned to a selected TRX. The perturbed TRX is selected according
to one of the two following criteria:
Algorithm 1. The VNS for the MI-FAP
Require: a MI-FAP instance, kmax, a solution
Ensure: an improved solution

x , cost: the overall value of interferences.

x

1: while (the stopping criterion is not met) do
2:

k

←1;

3: while ( k ≤ kmax) do
4:

x ’ ← a random neighborhood solution;

5: Apply Local Search on

x ’ to obtain x ”;

6: if cost ( x ”) < cost ( x ) then
7:

x

←

x ”; k

←1;

8: else
9:

k

← k +1;

10: end if
11: end while
12: end while.
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•
•

The first criterion consists in choosing the TRX in a random way with a fixed probability wp>0;
The second criterion consists in choosing the conflicting node: we find the assignment that
causes the most interference with its neighbors and then we make a move on it by assigning
to the corresponding TRX the less used frequency. The process is repeated until we met
stopping criterion.
The pseudo code of SLS for MI-FAP is given in Algorithm 2.

4.6. A New Local Search Method VNS-SLS for MI-FAP
In this section, we present the main components of the proposed new approach VNS-SLS that combines
both the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) and the Stochastic Local Search (SLS) methods. The
VNS-SLS is an iterative procedure, which starts from an initial solution x (i.e a frequency assignment
plan) generated randomly, and moves step by step in the search space with the aim to improve the
initial solution. At each iteration, a move to a neighbor of x is performed. The move consists in
changing the assignment of frequency to a TRX selected in the neighborhood of x . The path between
the initial solution x and the generated neighbor is fixed with the kmax.
The SLS step in the VNS-SLS method is a local search process that is used to improve the
current solution. This SLS process uses a probability to control intensification and diversification.
We integrated this in VNS because Stochastic local search (SLS) algorithms are among the most
prominent and successful techniques for solving several computationally difficult problems in many
areas of computer science and operations research, including propositional satisfiability, constraint
satisfaction, routing, and scheduling (Hoos, 2004).
More precisely, in this work, we adopted a simple SLS as described in section 4.5. It allows two
choices: (1) a random walk and (2) a min-conflict algorithm using a probability parameter. These two
choices make a balance between intensification and diversification. Indeed, the pure min-conflict
algorithm alone will lead to a local optimum. Thus, to avoid being stuck in a local optimum, we introduce
a noise through a random walk. It takes the generated neighbor of x and tries to improve it.
Algorithm 2. The SLS for MI-FAP
Require: A MI-FAP instance, wp, a solution
Ensure: An improved solution

x.

x

1: while (Stopping criterion is not met) do
2: r ← a random number between 0 and 1;
3: if (r < wp) then
4: pick a random TRX
5: else
6: Pick a conflicting TRX
7: end if
8: Modify in
9:

x

←

x'

10: end while
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the frequency assigned to the selected TRX to obtain

x'
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The solution x '' obtained at the end of the SLS process will be the current solution in the VNS
process when x '' is better than x . Otherwise, the process restarts with the new neighborhood. The
process is repeated until a stopping criterion is met.
The VNS-SLS method for MI-FAP is sketched in Algorithm 3.
5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the computational experiments achieved to check out the performances
of the three methods. The experiments are carried on PC having an Intel Core i5 with 4GB of RAM
under Windows 7. We developed the methods using the Java language programming.
5.1. The Considered Datasets
We evaluated our methods on several public instances. Due to the non-deterministic nature of the
three methods VNS, SLS and VNS-SLS, we consider 10 runs by instance and by algorithm. All
instances were picked up from the cost 259 Benchmarks that are available on (Eisenblätter, 2000). We
evaluated VNS, SLS, and VNS-SLS on seven different instances of the considered problem namely:
Tiny, K, Swisscom, Siemens1, Siemens2, Siemens3, and Siemens4. The COST means European
Union Forum for cooperative scientific research (Eisenblatter, 2002). The COST 259 contains several
realistic radio network planning scenarios.
We give some details on the instances tackled (Eisenblätter, 2000):
Siemens 01: Contains 506 cells, 930 TRXs, 74 different frequencies available with a total number of
20417 Co-channel interferences and10344 adjacent-channel interferences to be avoided.
Algorithm 3. The VNS-SLS for MI-FAP
Require: an MI-FAP instance, kmax, a solution
Ensure: An improved solution

x , cost: is the overall interferences

x

1: while (Stopping criterion is not met) do
2:

k

← 1;

3: while (k ≤ kmax) do
4:

x'

← a random neighborhood solution of

5: Apply SLS on

x'

to obtain

x;

x ’’ ;

6: if cost ( x '' ) < cost( x ) then
7:

x ← x '' ; k

← 1;

8: else
9:

k

←

k

+1;

10: end if
11: end while
12: end while;
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Siemens 02: Includes 254 cells, 977 TRXs, 82 different available frequencies with a total number of
30982 Co-channel interferences and 13970 adjacent-channel interferences.
Siemens 03: Contains 894 cells, 1623 TRXs, 55 different available frequencies with a total number
of 63893 Co-channel interferences and 25105 adjacent channel interferences.
Siemens 04: Has 760 cells, 2785 TRXs, 38 different available frequencies, 113658 Co-channel
interferences, and 64341 adjacent channel interferences to be avoided.
Swisscom: Composed by 148 cells, 310 TRXs, 47 available frequencies and a total number of 535
adjacent channel interferences.
K: 264 cells, 267 TRXs, 49 frequencies, 27123 Co-channel interferences, and 3199 adjacent channel
interferences to be avoided.
Tiny: 7 cells, 12 TRXs, 12 frequencies, 12 Co-channel interferences constraints, and 9 adjacent
channel interferences to be avoided.
5.2. The Parameter Tuning
For a fair comparison among the three algorithms, we run all the techniques using the same CPU
time (1800 seconds). The adjustment of the different parameters of the proposed approaches is fixed
by an empirical study:
The VNS parameters: kmax = 4, CPU time for the local search sub-routine (LS) = 10 seconds;
The SLS parameters: wp = 0.25;
The VNS-SLS parameters: kmax = 4, wp = 0.25, CPU time for SLS = 10 seconds.

•
•
•

5.3. The Effect of kmax
In order to propose an efficient Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm, we dedicate our first sets
of experiments to find the adequate value of the kmax parameter which is very important in the VNS
algorithm. We examined five possible values of kmax = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and achieve some experiments
by using two instances as shown in Table 1.
The results presented in Table 1 indicate that the best solutions are found when using a kmax = 4.
It is obvious that increasing the size of the neighborhood has a positive effect on the performances.
Indeed, it brings enough diversity that avoids being stuck in a local optimum. However, if the size is
too large it affects negatively the quality of the solution.
5.4. The Obtained Results
Table 2 gives the numerical results of all of the VNS, SLS and VNS-SLS methods on various instances
of the MI-FAP problem. The mean, the best, the worst cost value and the Standard deviation (Std)
results found by each method are given. The mean value corresponds to the solution quality found
by each algorithm on 10 runs. The best and the worst values are respectively the best and worst
solutions obtained by each algorithm on 10 runs. The best results, in term of mean and best value,
are in bold font.
The results from Table 2 show that VNS-SLS and SLS methods succeed in finding good results
for almost the considered instances. They outperform the VNS algorithm for the Siemens and K
Table 1. Results obtained over two instances with different values of kmax
Instances

VNS-1 (kmax = 2)

Siemens01

89.71

88.46

82.18

88.8

90

K

98.23

97.58

88.06

91.7

98.5
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VNS-2 (kmax = 3)

VNS-3 (kmax = 4)

VNS-4 (kmax = 5)

VNS-5 (kmax = 6)
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Table 2. The results obtained by the three proposed methods

Instances

Method

Statistical Features

VNS-SLS

SLS

VNS

Siemens 01

Best
Mean
Worst
std

3.72
4.49
4.90
1.06

4.42
6.62
12.21
2.54

65.31
82.18
102.94
12.08

Siemens 02

Best
Mean
Worst
Std

2567.22
4988.30
8476.13
2774.46

2663.20
3000.81
4309.33
470.77

3681.11
5245.68
5643.34
525.57

Siemens 03

Best
Mean
Worst
Std

435.11
506.88
613.98
56.77

772.48
963.36
1189.63
120.78

970.49
1281.83
1939.33
420.59

Siemens 04

Best
Mean
Worst
Std

58204.47
62816.43
68462.09
3481.577

62820.30
67183.12
72804.13
2625.90

88035.89
91042.84
93194.87
1638.42

Tiny

Best
Mean
Worst
Std

0
0.14
1.46
0.46

0
0.08
0.48
0.15

0
0.08
0.48
0.18

Swisscom

Best
Mean
Worst
Std

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0.34
1.33
0.46

K

Best
Mean
Worst
std

12.31
15.93
18.63
2.21

11.30
13.58
16.56
1.82

35.59
88.06
265.62
90.47

instances. We can see that the three methods are comparable on the Tiny and Swisscom instances.
This is due to the nature of these two problems which are small instances.
For the Tiny instance, we observe that the three methods find the optimal solution (i.e the best=0).
Both VNS-SLS and SLS find the optimal solution for the 10 performed runs on the Swisscom instance.
For the K instance, we observe that SLS and VNS-SLS are comparable with a slight performance
in favor of the SLS method. For this instance, we depict in Figure 1 the evolution of the cost value
over the 30 minutes of the experiment for the three methods. The curve shows that VNS-SLS is
faster than VNS. We can see that for the same time, the result achieved by VNS-SLS is better than
the standard VNS with a local search. This means that the combination of SLS within VNS enhances
the performances of VNS in term of both the time and the quality point of view. The SLS allows
escaping from some bad regions which leads to better results.
For the difficult instances, the results obtained by VNS-SLS and SLS are comparable. However,
for the Siemens 1, Siemens 3 and Siemens 4 instances, we can see a slight performance in favor
of VNS-SLS. The standard deviation is relatively small. In order to show clearly the performance
of the proposed approaches in solving MI-FAP, we draw the bar plots in Figure 2. This Figure
compares the three methods VNS, VNS-SLS and SLS in term of quality of solution on the Siemens
and K instances. We can see that, the two methods SLS and VNS-SLS explore the neighbor search
efficiently. This allows locating good quality solution comparing to the VNS. When using the SLS
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Figure 1. The cost evolution over 30 minutes for the K instance

method as a local search in the VNS algorithm, a positive effect and an enhancement is achieved in
the quality solution compared to the standard VNS implemented with the local search. Indeed, the
SLS technique permits to enhance the neighbor solutions of the VNS search. More precisely, the SLS
method permits to ensure a good compromise between intensification and diversification. This helps
the method to obtain good results. The diversification phase consists in selecting a random neighbor
solution by applying a random move. The intensification phase consists in selecting a neighbor by
changing the conflicting node in the solution.
Further, we draw Figure 3 to show the average results obtained for all the considered instances.
We can see in Figure 3–a that both SLS and VNS-SLS produced results that are better than VNS
for all the Siemens instances. We can see clearly that the combination of SLS and VNS improve the
results of VNS particularly for both the instances Siemens 01 and Siemens 03.
For the K instance, we can see in From Figure 3-b that the average solutions obtained by both SLS
and VNS-SLS outperform the VNS method. The SLS combine well with the VNS it leads to a good
exploration of the search space. It enhances the VNS search process allowing it to get better results.
For the Swisscom and Tiny instances, the behavior of the three methods is almost the same; they
all succeed to find the optimal solution.
5.5. Further Comparison
Table 3 gives a comparison with a recent work (Lahsinat Y. B., 2015) that used the same formulation
and datasets. The work proposed three hyper-heuristics to handle the MI-FAP. We note that the three
hyper-heuristics manage the same heuristics but use different manner to select them. The first one
namely Hyper(1) is a hyper-heuristic based on a choice function which means that each heuristic has
a weight which evaluates its performances. The second namely Hyper(2) uses a random selection of
the heuristics and the last one namely Hyper(3) is a hybrid one which uses a probability to decide to
use the choice function or a random choice.
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Figure 2. The best results obtained on the Siemens and K instances

The values reported in Table 3 for the different approaches are the Best and average results
recorded from 10 runs for the same overall CPU time equals to 1800 seconds for each run.
We observe that the results presented in Table 3 indicate that our methods outperform those
produced by the three hyper-heuristics for all the considered instances. When comparing the results
recorded by the VNS-SLS results and the hyper-heuristics, we can observe that for the instances Tiny
and Swisscom the methods are comparable.
To show the performance of our methods, we give another comparison in Table 4.
We compare our results with those of a Genetic algorithm and a Biogeography-based
optimization and two hybrid versions of the Biogeography Based optimization: HBBO(1)
and HBBO(2) (Lahsinat, 2014).
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Figure 3. The average results obtained on the considered instances

Table 3. A comparison with the hyper-heuristic approaches

Instances

Results

Methods
Our Better Achievement

Hyper(1)

Hyper(2)

Hyper(3)

Siemens01

Best
Average

3.72
4.49
(VNS-SLS)

47.70
88.78

21.27
41.60

42.79
49.04

Siemens02

Best
Average

2567.22
(VNS-SLS)
3000.81 (SLS)

4990,70
5815,79

5187.72
5422.59

4199.66
4672.32

Siemens03

Best
Average

435.11
506.88
(VNS-SLS)

923,12
1409,34

884.64
1004.09

702.48
787.99

Siemens04

Best
Average

58204.47
62816.43
(VNS-SLS)

108232.4
110959.6

76968.78
89047.31

87723.83
91096.05

Swisscom

Best
Average

0
(SLS/VNS-SLS)

0
0

0
0

0
0

K

Best
Average

11.30
13.58
(SLS)

80.22
99.27

22.30
43.99

100.94
115.29

Tiny

Best
Average

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

It is worth recalling that all the results are given at a CPU time fixed to 1800 seconds. It appears
obvious from the results presented in Table 4 that the VNS-SLS and SLS produced better results for
all the Siemens and K instances. For the Tiny and Swisscom instances, we can observe that the results
are the same. We can claim that SLS combined with the VNS is a good combination.
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Table 4. Comparison with BBO, HBBO(1), HBBO(2) and GA

Instances

Results

Method

Our better achievement

BBO

HBBO(1)

HBBO(2)

GA

Siemens01

Best
Average

3.72
4.49
(VNS-SLS)

223,62
250,18

32.19
44.93

100.96
104.40

140.68
157.23

Siemens02

Best
Average

2567.22
(VNS-SLS)
3000.81 (SLS)

5941,29
6426,40

6325.19
5527.35

6325.19
6471.71

3778.61
5009.43

Siemens03

Best
Average

435.11
506.88
(VNS-SLS)

1460,65
1544,94

1102.76
1202.81

1445.11
1498.99

1136.92
1276.527

Siemens04

Best
Average

58204.47
62816.43
(VNS-SLS)

108401,08
110830,3

97204.81
101117.4

110998.65
112104.6

101010.6
104288.8

Swisscom

Best
Average

0
0
(VNS-SLS)

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0.65

K

Best
Average

11.30
13.58
(SLS)

98.26
106.27

24.30
33.99

108.94
118.29

32.900
40.788

Tiny

Best
Average

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

The different comparisons provided above shows that the VNS-SLS is better than
VNS and SLS stand alone for some instances. Indeed, it improves dramatically the results
obtained by VNS on all the instances and improves some other methods published previously.
The results obtained by SLS and VNS-SLS on the experimented benchmarks looks to be
comparable. The results are too close for some instances. However, the hybrid algorithm
VNS-SLS looks stable and robust to deal with great size instances of the MI-FAP. It has a
good balance between intensification and diversification and allows a better exploration of
the search space.
6. CONCLUSION
The frequency assignment is an important task in the design of radio network where the objective
is to find an optimal frequency plan that permits to ensure a good quality of service. In this paper, a
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS), a Stochastic Local Search and a new hybrid search method
that combines the Variable Neighborhood Search with the Stochastic Local Search are proposed for
the MI-FAP. The performances of the proposed algorithms are evaluated and compared using wellknown datasets.
The experiments conducted show the benefits of the SLS as a local Search in the VNS process.
The results are very encouraging and the new hybrid method succeeds in finding good results for
the considered benchmarks. This hybrid method is still in its cradle and many possibilities and ideas
are possible to enhance it and avoid all the hindrances that limit its performance. As a perspective,
first it would be interesting to see if we can obtain better results by increasing the search time for
the proposed approaches. We also plan to explore other forms of SLS that could be combined with
the VNS. Another point that could improve our work is to see if the different steps in the proposed
methods could be launched in parallel.
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